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Cooperative Sensor Anomaly Detection Using Global Information
Rui Zhang , Ping Ji, Dinkar Mylaraswamy, Mani Srivastava, and Sadaf Zahedi
Abstract: Sensor networks are deployed in many application areas nowadays ranging from environment monitoring,
industrial monitoring, and agriculture monitoring to military battlefield sensing. The accuracy of sensor readings
is without a doubt one of the most important measures to evaluate the quality of a sensor and its network.
Therefore, this work is motivated to propose approaches that can detect and repair erroneous (i.e., dirty) data
caused by inevitable system problems involving various hardware and software components of sensor networks.
As information about a single event of interest in a sensor network is usually reflected in multiple measurement
points, the inconsistency among multiple sensor measurements serves as an indicator for data quality problem.
The focus of this paper is thus to study methods that can effectively detect and identify erroneous data among
inconsistent observations based on the inherent structure of various sensor measurement series from a group
of sensors. Particularly, we present three models to characterize the inherent data structures among sensor
measurement traces and then apply these models individually to guide the error detection of a sensor network.
First, we propose a multivariate Gaussian model which explores the correlated data changes of a group of sensors.
Second, we present a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) model which captures the sparse geometric relationship
among sensors in a network. The PCA model is motivated by the fact that not all sensor networks have clustered
sensor deployment and clear data correlation structure. Further, if the sensor data show non-linear characteristic,
a traditional PCA model can not capture the data attributes properly. Therefore, we propose a third model which
utilizes kernel functions to map the original data into a high dimensional feature space and then apply PCA model on
the mapped linearized data. All these three models serve the purpose of capturing the underlying phenomenon of
a sensor network from its global view, and then guide the error detection to discover any anomaly observations. We
conducted simulations for each of the proposed models, and evaluated the performance by deriving the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves.
Key words: wireless sensor network; faulty detection; kernel Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
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1

Introduction

A sensor network comprises a collection of sensor
nodes that can measure characteristics of their
local environment, perform certain computation, and
transmit the measurement results, typically in a
collaborative fashion, to an external data collection
point for data processing and storage. The collected
measurement results however often contain erroneous
data due to inevitable system problems. The evaluation
of data quality is especially crucial for sensor networks
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that are designed to accomplish critical task such as
emergency response. In an earlier work[1] , we described
a two-tiered system for on-line detection of sensor
faults. A local tier running at resource-constrained
nodes uses an embedded model of the physical world
with a hypothesis-testing detector to identify potential
faults and notifies a global tier. In turn, the global
tier uses these notifications for consistency checking
among sensors and provides more robust estimates for
events of interest, and also generates feedback to update
the local models. As the inconsistency among multiple
sensor measurements serves as an indicator for data
quality problem, our approach is to leverage on the
intrinsic data pattern among the collected data that can
effectively identify and correct erroneous data among
inconsistent observations.
Along the line of erroneous sensor data cleaning
research, a few studies have been conducted during
recent years. Jeffery et al.[2] proposed an Extensible
Sensor Stream Processing (ESP), and framework
for building sensor data cleaning infrastructures,
which is designed as a pipeline using declarative
cleansing mechanisms based on spatial and temporal
characteristics of sensor data. Elnahrawy and Nath[3]
presented a Bayesian approach for reducing the
uncertainty associated with the data that arose due
to random noise. The proposed approach depends on
prior knowledge of the true sensor reading, the noise
characteristics of the sensor, and the observed noisy
reading. Tan et al.[4] applied and compared Kalman
filters and regression techniques on modeling the spatial
and temporal correlations of sensor data.
In this paper, we present two methods of fault
detection for sensor networks based on the global level
information provided by all sensors in a group. We first
introduce a correlation-based fault detection method,
which explores the correlation among the time series
generated by a group of sensors, identifies the time
point at which error occurred, and further captures the
specific sensor node in which error is observed at a
given time. The second model is Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) method, in which data pattern is
characterized by principle vectors. The advantage of
using linear or traditional PCA is their ability to handle
geometric relationships and loose correlations among
sensors[5] . However, when sensor data shows nonlinearity property, kernel method is used to transform
the data into linear space so that PCA can work. In this
study, we explore both of the above two approaches,
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and use simulation to evaluate our methods by deriving
their Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC): carves.

2

Related Work

With the wide use of senor network in monitoring
ambient condition surveyed[6] , researchers have
conducted investigations on the reliability of
sensors. Krishnamachari and Iyengar[7] presented
Bayesian fault recognition algorithms to detect
and correct measurement faults in event region
detection. The proposed solution exploits the notion
that measurement errors due to unreliable hardware are
likely to be uncorrelated while neighboring nodes share
correlated environment conditions. Based on the above
observation, some studies have been conducted to
utilize space or temporal correlations among adjacent
nodes to seperate abnormal nodes from normal
ones[4, 8-11] . Our paper falls in the same category with
these studies, but differs from prior work in that we
focus on acoustic measurements which was not studied
before. We take advantage of strong correlations
between sound transmission and receptors’ location. In
addition, we use global information from a group of
sensors, while past work analyzed a sensor only by
comparing its value with the neighboring nodes.
One of our models based on the theory of PCA,
which is designed to reduce the dimension of a
data set comprised with a number of interrelated
variables, while retaining most of the variation in all
the original variables. PCA, as a multivariate statistical
method, has been widely used on fault detection
and diagnosis in the areas of chemical engineering,
process control, and energy. Dunia et al.[12] presented
a PCA-based approach to detect and identify sensor
fault. Chatzigiannakis and Papavassiliou[13] proposed
an anomaly detection approach by applying PCA on
data with multiple metrics simultaneously gathered
from different sensor nodes. Wang and Xiao[14]
divided the monitoring sensors into heat balance and
pressure-flow balance groups. They built two PCA
models for the two groups respectively in order to
reduce nonlinear effects in the systems of air-handling
units. Misra et al.[15] used Multi-Scale PCA (MSPCA)
for fault detection and diagnosis. The proposed MSPCA
approach decomposes individual sensor signals into
approximations and details at different scales and
constructs a PCA model at each scale. It effectively
combines the properties of PCA to capture correlation
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across variables and of wavelets to capture correlation
within a variable. In this paper, our approach identifies
the particular sensor that is most likely to be reporting
erroneous data when an abnormal event is detected.
As discussed previously, while PCA is simple to
model, it cannot capture nonlinear and non-stationary
correlations. Although some studies have tried to
improve PCA to eliminate its limitations[14, 15] , they
only work in specific conditions. Therefore, we propose
a nonlinear PCA-based method which uses kernel
functions. To the best of our knowledge, our approach
is one of the few which apply kernel PCA to fault
detection. Lee et al.[16] and Cho et al.[17] used kernel
PCA with Gaussian kernel for fault detection and
identification of process monitoring in the field of
chemical engineering. Our work differs from theirs
in that define our own kernel function that effectively
utilizes the valuable information of spatial and temporal
correlation between sensors. We evaluate and compare
the kernel PCA-based model with general PCA
model.

3

A Multivariate Gaussian Model

In this section, we introduce a multivariate Gaussian
model, which explores correlated data changes among
sensors that may have relatively tight correlations in
their measurements. For example, a cluster of sensors
that are located close to each other may observe
similiar value changes for an event over time. The
correlation matrix is then utilized as a phenomenon
characterization and guides furture outlier (i.e., error)
detection. The Intel Berkeley Lab traces[18] are used for
evaluating the performance of the multivariate Gaussian
model.
3.1

Step I: Dirty data detection

Our goal is to detect whether potential data problem has
occurred at a particular time among the data collected
from a group of sensor nodes. To accomplish this,
correlated error structure among multiple sensors is
captured. We design a multivariate error model, in
which we assume the sensor data series used to obtain
covariance structure are stationary. We further define
that the measured data at time t of a sensor node i
is xOit , and the true value of the measurement point is
xit . Here, the error sequence of the time series model
for the measurements of sensor i can be denoted as
 ti D xOi t

xi t

(1)
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Various error forecast models can be utilized to
capture  ti . We adopt a simple moving average, MA(q),
model in which  ti is assumed normally distributed and
follows
(2)
 ti D  t xi t C  t 1 xi;t 1 C    C  t q xi;t q
At each time t, therefore, an error vector can be shown
as
∆ t D Œ t1 ;  t2 ;    ;  tn 
(3)
with n being the number of sensors in the group.
To detect problematic time points in a sensor group,
we choose to use steady-state measurement data points
as the training data sequence to obtain multivariate
covariance for later outlier detection. We define the
multivariate error at time t as
! t D ∆ t  R 1  ∆Tt
(4)
in which, ∆ t is defined in Eq. (3), and R is the
covariance matrix of error sequences as shown below.
3
2
cov.1 ; 1 / cov.1 ; 2 /    cov.1 ; n /
6 cov.2 ; 1 / cov.2 ; 2 /    cov.2 ; n / 7
6
7
RD6
7
4
5




cov.n ; 1 / cov.n ; 2 /    cov.n ; n /
(5)
In Eq. (5), i represents the error vector of sensor
i . Specifically, i D< 1i ; 2i ;    ; Ti > with T being
the number of data points from sensor i that are used for
training the multivariate covariances. After obtaining
the multivariate error sequence of ! t , we compare
! t with 2 distribution with a threshold  to detect
outliers. Specifically, if ! t > 2 .n;  /, it is determined
that a potential dirty measurement exists in data vector
ŒxO1t ; xO2t ;    ; xOnt  at time t.
3.2

Step II: Sensor error identification

The multivariate error presented in Eq. (4) can only
be used to detect the existance of dirty data in a
group of sensors at a given time. However to identify
whether a specific sensor is producing erroneous
measurement, we need to further examine each sensor
record individually. By assuming dirty data being
sparse, that is to assume that in one sensor group at one
time there is only one sensor that reports dirty data, we
may evaluate the worst sensor measurement produced
at time t by iteratively deriving a modified multivariate
error, ! t<i > , which excludes the data entry of sensor i
that is under investigation. Specifically, we define
1

T

>
>
! t<i > D ∆<i
 R<i >  ∆<i
(6)
t
t
<i >
<i >
in which ∆ t
and R
are ∆ t and R excluding the
i -th element respectively. That is,
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∆<i>
D Œ t1 ;    ;  ti
t

1

;  ti C1 ;    ;  tn 

(7)

and
R<i >D
cov. 1 ;  1 /
6

6
6
6cov. i 1 ;  1 /
6
4cov. i C1 ;  1 /

2

   cov. 1 ;  i 1 / cov. 1 ;  i C1 /



i 1 i 1
i 1 i C1
   cov. ;  / cov. ;  /
   cov. i C1 ;  i 1 / cov. i C1 ;  i C1 /




3

7
7
7
7
7
5


By iteratively evaluating ! t<i > over i 2 Œ1; 2;    ; n
for any time t where multivariate error is detected,
a sensor m that generates the minimum ! t<i > can
be identified, which indicates xmt
O is a dirty data
point. Here, it should be noticed that a sensor node
can be classified into multiple measurement groups,
therefore its measurement may be detected dirty
multiple times in one period. This information is useful
to enhance the confidentiality of dirty data detection, or
to justify whether the error detection itself is biased.
3.3

Performance evaluation
Gaussian model

for

multivariate

In order to evaluate the multivariate Gaussian model,
we choose to use the data traces collected from a sensor
network built at Intel Berkeley Research Lab shown in
Fig. 1. During this measurement study[18] , 54 Mica2Dot
sensors were monitored over a 37-day period, with
humidity, temperature, light, and voltage values being
recorded periodically at each sensor. The data was
collected using TinyDB in-network query processing
system built on the TinyOS platform.
We apply the model on data traces produced from
motes 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the Berkeley sensor network. To
simplify the evaluation, in the fault detection model,
we assume a simple MA(1) model for errors, that
is to define  ti D xi t
xi;t 1 . In addition, we
assume the first 10 000 data points as ground truth

Fig. 1

Intel Berkeley Lab sensor network.

traces and use them to train the covariance matrix. By
varying the threshold that is used to detect outliers
of the multivariate variable, we can contrast the false
positive rate and the true positive rate produced by the
model. In our experiment, we define the false positive
rate as the percentage of non-erroneous data points
being wrongfully marked as errors, and the true positive
rate as the percentage of erroneous data points being
correctly detected as errors.
Here, recall that our model is constructed by two
main steps: (1) Detection: which detects the outlier
data points of a multivariate variable derived from
data series of a group of sensors; (2) Identification:
which identifies the erroneous sensor at a particularly
given time point where outlier is detected from Step
1. In our evaluation, therefore, for each of these two
steps we conduct experiments to evaluate how well our
model can capture the outliers and the erroneous sensors
respectively.
Figure 2 shows the ROC curve of the Detection
step of our model, where the x axis demonstrates the
average false positive rate and the y axis demonstrates
the average true positive rate. Each data point in this
figure corresponds to a different detection threshold,
and the average values of both rates are derived from 30
runs of the experiment with each run having different
noises (i.e., errors) introduced. We observe from the
figure that with varying detection threshold, our model
consistently generates relatively good true positive
rates (above 75%) for detection. In addition, when
the detection threshold is above a certain level, false
positive rate is well controlled below 10%.
We have also conducted evaluations for the
Identification step, where true positive rate and
false positive rate are derived from examining error
identifications on per-sensor basis. Figure 3 shows the
ROC curve of error identification of the entire group
of four sensors, with each data point corresponding to

Fig. 2

Multivariate Guassian model: Dirty data detection.
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Fig. 3 Multivariate Gaussian model:
identification.

Sensor error

a different detection threshold and being calculated as
the average value from 20 runs of the experiment. From
this figure, we observe that when identifying whether
a particular sensor is producing error data at a given
time, our model generates relatively good false positive
rates (generally below 15%), with acceptable true
positive rates (mostly between 60% to 70%). The low
true positive rates, however, may be due to the fact that
errors are introduced to sensors independently which
may cause multiple sensors reporting errors at the same
time, yet our model assumes only one sensor being
corrupted at a given time. In our future work, we will
consider this problem in performance evaluation and
refine our model accordingly.

4

Sensor Network Error Detection Using
Kernel PCA
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or n measurement modalities) and the rows represent
m measurement samples over time. The basic idea of
PCA is to find n linear combinations of the original
variables, which are uncorrelated to each other called
principal components. The first principal component
accounts for as much of the variability in the data
as possible, and each succeeding component in turn
accounts for descending amount of variability under
the constraint that it is orthogonal to (i.e., uncorrelated
with) the preceding components. By doing this, PCA
transforms the original n-dimensional space into a set
called principal components in which the original data
can be reconstructed.
PCA works nicely when sensor data is stationary and
linearly related to time. However, if the data pattern
shows non-linearity, directly applying PCA to extract
the principal component from the original data may not
be accurate. Therefore, in this work, we first use kernel
technique[19] to map the input raw data into feature
space via nonlinear mapping, and then conduct the PCA
analysis in the feature space. Combining kernel function
and PCA method together, we propose the following
framework to detect sensor error.
The first step for kernel PCA is to consider a nonlinear mapping Φ of input data into feature space H
(which will be explained in further detail later). We thus
can get the covariance matrix Cx as
m
1 X
Cx D
Φ.xj /Φ.xj /T
(8)
m 1
j D1

Our target scenario is a sensor network designed for
moving object tracking, in which several groups of
sensor nodes are deployed in an open field to monitor
the signal generated from moving vehicles around. The
sensor error detection scheme is performed after raw
sensor data is received, the scheme used to filter out
error data contained in raw data. An error corrected
data is used for object tracking. Here, we propose a
kernel PCA-based sensor error detection model. By
using kernel PCA, we hope to extract the invariant
relationship existing in sensor network data and use
it to detect sensor errors which violate the intrinsic
pattern extracted by kernel PCA model. We first lay out
the framework of how to use kernel PCA to perform
sensor error detection, then propose a kernel function
that particularly fits into our target application.
4.1

A framework of kernel PCA

Assuming we are given an m  n matrix X, where the
columns represent n variables (e.g., n different sensors,

xj refers to the sample vector of all sensor values at
a given time, and m is the number of samples within
one time interval. The eigenvalue  and eigenvector V
satisfying V D Cx V can be obtained. In the meantime,
we note the eigenvectors V lies in the span of the
mapped data in feature space Φ.x1 /; Φ.x2 /;    ; Φ.xm /
as
m
X
vD
ai Φ.xi /
(9)
i D1

Substituting Eq. (9) into V D Cx  V, we have
m
X
Cx  v D v D 
aj Φ.xj /
(10)
j D1

Combing Eqs. (8), (9), and (10), we finally get
α D Ka

(11)

where K.xi ; xj / D hΦ.xi /; Φ.xi /i is an m  m gram
matrix called the kernel matrix, and a is an m  1 vector
with the j-th element being the coefficient ˛j . The result
eigenvector Vk is then used to extract the principal
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component by:
< vk ; Φ.x/ >D

m
X

˛in k.xi ; x/

(12)

i D1

This principal component space is described using
m orthonormal load vectors, which are denoted as
v1 ; v2 ;    ; vk . By using kernel function, the nonlinear original data can be reconstructed linearly in the
feature space so that PCA model can be performed
in the feature space accordingly. If we choose the
kernel function properly, we don’t have to conduct the
mapping Φ explicitly, which saves a lot of computation
complexity.
If the values in kernel matrix K is correlated, then
most of the variability can be explained by only k < m
key components. Let L D Œv1 v2    vk  denote the m 
k load matrix. The linear transformation to the principal
component space can be expressed as:
T D KL
(13)
where T D Œt1 t2    tk ; with ti indicating the
principal component-based vector space in the kernel
space. Assuming we have trained data to get TO , for any
given test data, we apply the same kernel function to
get principal component-based data TO , then calculate
the difference  0 between them as follows:
m
X
0 D
.Ti TOi /2
(14)
i D1

A threshold Qk;˛ is chosen accordingly. If  0 is less
than Qk;˛ , then all the sensors are good and we reject
the sensor fault hypothesis. When Qk;˛ exceeds the
threshold, sensor error is detected for this group of data
(in our case, a particular time sample data).
4.2

distance d in between as shown in Fig. 4. All sensor
nodes monitor the same moving target and sample
acoustic signal generated by the target. Every sensor
also has the ability to detect both the signal strength
received and the Direction Of arrival Angle (DOA) of
signal wave, due to far field effect, we assume all sensor
nodes have the same DOA at a given time. As the
distance between sensor nodes is fixed and given, the
time difference t between arriving signals of adjacent
d sin ˛
, where d is
nodes can be calculated as t D
v
the distance between nodes, ˛ is the DOA of signal,
and v is the signal speed. We denote the signal detected
by node xi at time t as xi .t /. The first node (S0 ) detects
the signal at time t with signal strength x0 .t /, the times
for any other node xi to detect the same signal can be
derived based on the signal propagation delay as:


d sin ˛
x1 t C
D x0 .t /;
v


2  d sin ˛
x2 t C
D x0 .t /;
v
(15)
::
: 

i  d sin ˛
xi t C
D x0 .t /
v
Equations (15) can be easily transferred to


d sin ˛
x1 t C
D x0 .t /;
v 

d sin ˛
x2 t C
D x1 .t /;
v
(16)
::
: 

d sin ˛
D xi 1 .t /
xi t C
v

Kernel function design

A proper choice of kernel function is very important
to the performance of the PCA model. Instead of
blindly using existing Gaussian or polynomial kernel,
we design kernel function that explores the particular
features of our application scenario to find the invariant
relationship in the specific data set. As our sensor
network application is used for object tracking, the
energy and arrival angle of signals constantly change
via moving objects such as vehicles. Instead, the
only invariant relationship is the geometry locations of
sensor nodes, which therefore is the focus of our design
for the kernel function.
To begin the kernel design, we assume a simple but
representative scenario in which several sensor nodes
are deployed in a straight line topology with the same

Fig. 4 A simple but representative scenario: Sensor nodes
are deployed in straight line with same distance d in between.
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X1 .t/X0 .t/ X1 .t C 1/X0 .t/    X1 .t C M /X0 .t /
6 X .t/X .t/ X .t C 1/X .t/    X .t C M /X .t / 7
6 2
7
1
2
1
2
1
6
7
::
::
6
7
4
5
:
:
Xi .t/Xi 1 .t/ Xi .t C 1/Xi 1 .t/    Xi .t C M /Xi 1 .t /
(17)

application. We use the collected data from experiments
as the ground truth data and introduce different types
of error into trace observed by ARL test. ROC curves
are then adopted to evaluate the performance of the
proposed kernel PCA scheme.

Based on Eqs. (16), as long as the distance d and signal
speed v are determined, the arrival time difference
of the same signal for adjacent nodes is the same
regardless of DOA and signal strength. Our kernel
function design is inspired by this investigation. We
assume every node samples the signal in certain time
period and generate a time series Xi .t /, then we
derive a shift kernel matrix according to the sampled
raw signal data as in Formula (17): Xi .t C t /
indicates the time series of Xi .t / being shifted by t
time units. The maximum shifting time points M is
determined by the given scenario as in Fig. 4, and M >
d sin ˛
. According to Eqs. (16), there always exists
v
d sin ˛
certain time point t D
at which Xi .t C t / is
v
“aligned” with Xi 1 .t /. If error happens at certain node,
for example, a high strike noise occurs when a signal
peak arrives, the calculated shift kernel matrix using
error data will result in altered principal components
which can be detected by setting a proper threshold
Qk;˛ .
We notice that Eqs. (16) do not hold all the time. For
example, in Fig. 4, if the signal arrives from top (S0
is the last node to receive it), we will need to slightly
modify the equation and kernel matrix accordingly. In
practice, this means that a PCA model can be trained
for certain application scenario. In our case, we can
train new PCA models over time according to situation
change. However, the derivation process proposed
above demonstrates that once geometric locations of
sensor nodes are fixed, the relationships among arriving
times of signal peaks depend only on the locations of
sensor nodes. Therefore, the shift kernel PCA can be
applied.

5.1

5

Experiment scenario

Figure 5 shows the six sensor arrays strategically
deployed during an experimental field. There are three
different roads for any vehicle to travel on, namely,
gravel loop, asphalt, and grass road. For the majority of
times the vehicles travel on the oval gravel loop. In this
paper, we use the sensor data set gathered along gravel
loop. All acoustic sensor arrays have circular array
configurations. The acoustic sensors (microphones)
used for these arrays were Knowles microphones with
model number BL1994. The data are collected from
each sensor with a rate of 1024 samples per second. An
anti-aliasing filter with a bandwidth of 312 Hz was
used. Figure 6 depicts the sensor array configuration
and real deployment.
5.2

Experiment results

During the experiment, a TANK moves along the Oval
path with a speed of 20 mile/h. The experiment lasts
456 seconds. The data was collected from each sensor
at a rate of 1024 samples per second. So totally we have
456  1024  7 data set for every sensor group. We test
our kernel PCA in all 6 groups of sensor arrays. The
error detection is performed in second level, in which
we get a 1024  7 data matrix. For every sensor node,

Experiments

In this section, we use the experimental data generated
by USA Army Research Laboratory (ARL)[20] to
evaluate the performance of the proposed kernel PCA
model. In this field experiment, acoustic and seismic
signals of moving vehicles are monitored by a group
of sensors. The proposed kernel PCA algorithm is used
to identify the erroneous sensor for the object tracking

Fig. 5 Sensor array positions and target paths in universal
transverse Mercator coordinates.
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either high sticking or low sticking error. We randomly
choose 30% of total 100 seconds, in which 50% data
samples out of 1024 samples will be added error to
a randomly chosen sensor node. Figure 7 shows the
ROC curve of both high and low intermittent sticking
errors. ROC curves show that kernel PCA performs
nicely for this type of error, if we choose the threshold
properly, we can almost detect all error time points
without any false alarm. In shift kernel matrix, the
rows corresponding to error sensor that have high (low)
peaks will have different data variation pattern along
time samples compared with the rows corresponding to
sensor nodes without error. Shift kernel PCA can easily
detect this type of error.
5.2.2 Constant bias error
Constant bias error will add some bias value to a sensor
reading for all 1024 samples in one second. Same as
before, we randomly choose 30% of total 100 seconds
to add bias error to a randomly chosen node. Figure 8
shows its ROC performance. We can still detect most
sensor errors with limited false alarms. However, the

Fig. 6 Sensor array configuration and deployment. (a)
shows the configuration and (b) shows one of the arrays
deployed in the field, the microphones are covered with foam
balls, which act as wind-noise filters.

the time series X.t / has 1024 time points and maximum
shift M is set to 1024. For each sensor group, we
choose a start time and the 1024 data points within the
first second are used as training data. The data of the
following consecutive 100 seconds are used for testing
and some of them are integrated with different types
of error provided by ARL researchers. ROC curves are
used to evaluate the error detection performance for
each group. We repeat our experiments for 20 times
and take the average as the final results. We present the
ROC performance curves for different types of error and
a brief analysis in the following subsection.
5.2.1

Intermittent sticking error

Intermittent sticking error adds a positive or negative
pulse to current sensor reading. This type of error
could happen due to misbehavior of sensor hardware
in AD converter and software bug (e.g., mismatch for
most significant bit and least significant bit), resulting

Fig. 7 ROC curve for intermittent high and low sticking
errors.
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Fig. 8

ROC curve for constant bias error.

performance is slightly lower than intermittent case, as
the bias error will change the absolute sensor reading
values but the variation of sensor reading values along
time samples could keep the same. As the principal
components chosen represent the most variability in
data set, this kind of absolute value change is little bit
harder to detect compared with intermittent error that
changes the variation pattern. We also notice that the
performances vary with different sensor groups. This is
because different sensor groups have different distances
to target tank, if target tank is far away, then the distance
between sensor nodes can be negligible and we can
assume signal strength received for all sensor nodes are
same, so the sensor value change is easier to detect. If
the target tank is nearby, the nearest sensor node
receives highest signal strength and keeps changing via
movement of target, the performance will be influenced
in this case.
5.2.3 Gaussian noise
Gaussian noise will add noise values to a sensor reading
for all 1024 samples in one second whose values
are Gaussian distributed. We apply same scenario that
30% of total 100 seconds to add Gaussian noise to
a randomly chosen node. Figure 9 shows its ROC
performance. Gaussian noise will both change variation
and values of sensor readings along with time samples,
so its performance is better than constant bias and
different sensor nodes will have slightly different ROC
curves due to the same reason for constant bias case. In
the meantime, Gaussian noise could be very small so
that it is hard for kernel PCA to detect them than
intermittent sticking error so its performance can not
compete with intermittent sticking case.
5.2.4

Fig. 9
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ROC curve for Gaussian noise.

actually comes from sensor j , and vice verse. In our
experiment, we will randomly choose 30% of total
100 seconds and swap two randomly chosen sensor
nodes. Figure 10 shows its ROC performance. The
performance of swapping error highly depends on the
particular node and certain node could have much worse
result than others. There are several reasons for this
poor performance: first, as the distance between sensor
nodes is only more than 1 meters, the time difference
for different sensors to receive the signal peak could
be quite small, if two sensors receive the signal at the
same time, it’s almost impossible to use proposed kernel
PCA to distinguish them. Second, sensor group 7
has the best performance and sensor group 5 has the
worst performance because the training model is only
validate in certain time period that varies for different
groups of sensors depending on their distance to target.
The movement of target causes relative less influence
if sensor node is far from target so the model validate
time could be long. If sensor group is close to target,
kernel PCA data pattern could change frequently thus

Swapping error

The swapping error happens when two sensor readings
i; j have been swapped so that the value of sensor i

Fig. 10

ROC curve for swapping error.
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leads poor performance.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we solve the sensor error detection
problem by utilizing the global level information of a
group of sensors. We proposed multivariate Gaussian,
PCA, and kernel PCA-based models that effectively
identify and correct erroneous data from inconsistent
observations of the inherent data characteristics among
various sensor measurement series. The multivariate
Gaussian model is suitable for detecting sensor
errors of stationary data traces, and the PCA-based
model is used to detect sensor errors in more
dynamic data sets which can be captured by linear
principal component(s). Furthermore, we propose the
kernel PCA model to handle data with non-linearity
characteristic. We evaluated the proposed models by
using data sets from both real measurements and
simulations. The performance of all models is shown in
ROC curves and the results demonstrate good detection
rates with limited false alarms.
As indicated in the previous section, in the future,
we hope to extend our current efforts on kernel
PCA model to include the faulty sensor identification
step, and compare its performance with the other two
models. Furthermore, there are various other interesting
experiments that can be conducted by applying any
one or all of the three proposed models. For example,
it would be valuable to explore the situation where a
sensor is identified to be erroneous from analyzing one
set of sensors, yet reported to be OK by a different
sets of sensor clusters. When such conflict is observed,
how to determine the correctness of a sensor is a
question. In addition, we are also interested in applying
the PCA and kernel PCA models on real sensor
network measurements, especially the ones collected
from military applications.
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